
 The Capilano Suspension Bridge sleeps in one of the remote and natural places 

in the U.S. the area is so quite away from the urban noises. Him, having been living 

here from his childhood, he, guesses there is no better environment that he would 

wish for. It is on the edge of some hills that extends to a large plain in the vast. 

Beyond in the vast lands, he can have a most spectacular view, the view of nature at 

its best without any significant interruptions from human activities. During the 

summer, it brings out the best in both plant and animal life. The sun’s rays make the 

view from the bridge look spectacular, a true wonder of nature. The occasional mists 

and fog in the region arouse curiosity and the nerves in every aspect. Nature at its 

best in a natural way, a scenic beauty beyond any measure.  

 The Capilano Suspension Bridge provides endless view and experience. 

Sometimes he is looking at the valley below, and the life it harbors makes him spend 

the very free time he has watching this beauty. There are some strategic points and 

locations along this bridge that he would not want anybody to know. They provide 

the best view and experience in realizing the true value of the bridge. The occasional 

eerie silence interrupted by animal sounds from below the valley is awesome.  The 

setting of the bridge itself is the work of true architecture and design. It is set on the 

south side of the South Thompson River just above the valley. From the valley below, 

he can have the view of the tallest buildings within and beyond. The student 

residence building can be seen towering from a distance. The area has significant 

importance both to the locals and the visitors. 

 The kids find the place fascinating and educative. The parents also enjoy the 

scenery. The view provides the bridge provide a fascinating view for the kids. It is 

educative to the learners of geography. The valley and the grassy hills provide an 
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excellent learning opportunity for interested individuals. The kids can learn the 

different species and animals and plants such as the banana slug. The types of 

vegetation, the geographical features, and the different kinds of animals and plants 

that can be studied in the valley provide a vast knowledge. It is also an excellent 

viewpoint of the buildings and skyscrapers in the lands far beyond. Individuals can 

take photographs and pictures from the bridge to provide an everlasting memory of 

the place. Painters can also take advantage of the scenic beauty that uniquely and 

perfectly blends in during the summer when life at the Valley is at its maximum.  

 The sun gives life to the plants that blossom during the summer. The different 

species of butterflies that can be seen during the summer just in the Valley also 

provides a unique learning experience. Parents also find the place quite enjoyable. 

Many couples are seen walking along the bridge and taking photographs of the 

scenery. Some families even come around for vacations. The nearby hotels and 

restaurants provide a unique recipe to the families. 

 The unique nature of the structure and scenery below provides thrill seekers 

with the perfect opportunities for climbing, parachuting, and jumping. The thrill 

seekers always engage in stressful activities. Thrill seeking adventures are for the 

different ages and even for small children. They can engage in activities such as cliff 

walks, treetop climbing and go across the bridge. The extensive network of the 

suspension bridge throughout the valley is provided with the connection of the trees. 

The availability of the Stanley Park within the vicinity of the bridge provides a 

thrilling experience for the visitors. The Douglas fir trees that are attached to the 

seven types of suspension bridges provide an excellent opportunity to walk through 

the dense rainforest. When at the bridge, one can have a glance at the Grouse 

Mountain, the Seawall in Vancouver, the Stanley Park, and the Granville Island. All 

these provide a thrilling opportunity to the visitors. 

 The Capilano ponds and trees an experience that is closer to nature. The 

different species of trees in their natural settings, the animal life exhibited by the 
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numerous species of butterflies during the summer. The island that can also be seen 

some distance away from the bridge provide the visitors with a quiet and the most 

natural view and experience. The living forest he experienced while visiting the park. 

He came across the water animals and plants of diverse species. The ancient 

ecosystem he witnessed was that of the temperate rainforest and contained dense 

canopy, trout ponds and the different species of slug. He learned off the banana slug 

that had adapted to the changes in the environment for survival purposes. He was able 

to see trees that were more 150 years old. The forest floor was covered by ponds that 

supported both plant and animal life. 

 The Bridge stands at a staggering 450ft long and 70m high has excited guests. 

While the unstable scaffold and dazzling area is a historical point, the Bridge offers a 

comprehensive encounter. History, society, and landscape are introduced in 

remarkable and exciting routes through proficient staff and informative signage 

giving as much, data as visitors need.  

 The Cliff walk takes after a stone slope along the Capilano River on a maze-

like arrangement of restricted cantilevered scaffolds, steps and stages over rainforest 

vegetation. With 16 grapple focuses in the bluff supportive the structure and glass 

stages, Cliff walk is not for the timid and faint-hearted. Intelligent displays show the 

need and requirement for water conservation and preservation.  

 Adventures in the Treetops takes visitors over 100 ft. Into the mid-story of a 

seaside rainforest on the seven suspension spans connected to old and exotic trees. It 

is available to visitors of all ages. Nature escorts give hourly visits, clarifying the 

significance of the temperate rainforest to the ecological unit. Costumed staff gives 

amusement, conducts guided visits through the Story Center and eco-visits in the 

rainforest. Visitors communicate with the countries’ staff r at the Big House or in the 

rainforest who are readily available.  The Park has the highest private accumulation 

of chain of commands, including mid-1900's nearby Coast Salish in the Tlingit shafts 

that have been cut nearby in the course of recent years in Kia'palano. The century-
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year-old Trading Post, which holds its mid-1900s commercial flavor, offers 

endowments from Canada and bring home recollections. Regular occasions like 

Raptors Ridge winged animals of prey from June to October and the Canyon Lights 

in the Christmas festivity upgrade the numerous encounters every year. 

 The wonderful and unique experience provided by the bridge, the park and the 

diversity of both plant and animal life makes the place a mandatory destination for 

the kids, students, and even the parents. The scenic beauty provided by the bridge and 

the level of professionalism provided by the hotel management and the guides make 

the place an ideal destination for learning, taking vacations and entertainment.
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